Abstract-The paper presents a priority rule-based heuristic serial schedule (SS) algorithm for a deterministic scheduling problem where multiple jobs with arbitrary precedence constraints are processed on multiple unrelated parallel machines. The objective is to minimise makespan. The priority rule employs the arithmetic mean and deviation of the processing times to determine the prior job-machine pair. Moreover, at each iteration, the algorithm can schedule the prior job on the prior machine as early as possible to prevent certain machines from standing idle by the greatest extent. The proposed algorithm is demonstrated in detail through a test instance. Computational experiments are conducted to show that the new polynomial-time algorithm is effective in reducing makespan and efficient in shortening runtime.
I. INTRODUCTION
In real industry such as production plan, controlling process, job shop scheduling, it often happens that a task can be separated into several subtasks with precedence constraints between them, and then the bid invitation and bidding or other means are adopted to select the best resources (or machines) to undertake each subtask separately, in order to maximise utilization of these resources, improve productivity and reduce overall cost. Usually, precedence constraints can be summarized into two categories. The one is standard precedence constraints, in which one subtask may have to be completed before another subtask can be started. Standard precedence constraints include chains, out-tree, in-tree, forest, special constraints, arbitrary precedence constraints and etc. The other is s-precedence constraints, in which one subtask is constrained to be started no sooner than another subtask to be started.
As in the literature, there are some studies about standard precedence constraints such as follows. For single machine problems of minimising total completion time, a polynomial-time algorithm has been known when the precedence graph is a set of disjoint trees (a forest) [1] .
Lawler [2] has proved that the problem with arbitrary precedence constraints is NP-hard. Adolphson and Hu [3] have showed that such a problem is equivalent to the optimal linear ordering problem, and showed that the complexity of Horn's algorithm is O (n log n). Sidney [4] has suggested the concept of ρ-maximal initial sets, which can be used to decompose the arbitrary precedence constraints. Chudak and Hochbaum [5] have suggested 2-approximation algorithm using a simple and compact linear programming (LP) relaxation.
For multi-machine problems of minimising makespan, Baev et al. [6] have compared four lower bounds (Hu, RJ, LC and BR), and showed that LC computing in O(n 3 ) time can achieve tighter lower bound than others. Chudak and Shmoys [7] have presented a new O(log m)-approximation algorithm for uniform parallel machine problem. Aho and Mäkinen [8] have provided a method to solve parallel machine problem in polynomial-time in the special case where the size of the task precedence graph is bounded by maximum degree and by maximum path length.
For multi-machine problems of minimising total completion time, the problem on identical parallel machines is strongly NP-hard even when the precedence graph is a set of chains [9] . Chang and Hsu [10] have proposed a scheduling approach combining searching algorithm of artifical intelligence (AI) with branch-and-bound approach in order to efficiently find an optimal schedule in a search tree for arbitrary precedence graph.
For multi-machine problems of minimising total weighted completion time, Ramachandra and Elmaghraby [11] have offered a binary integer program (BIP) and a dynamic program (DP) to solve two machine problem. They have also introduced a genetic algorithm (GA) procedure that is capable of solving any problem size. Queyranne and Schulz [12] have presented a 4-approximation algorithm for the parallel machine problem with precedence delays. In that problem each precedence constraint is associated with a certain amount of time that must elapse between the completion and start times of the corresponding jobs. Chudak and Shmoys [7] have presented a new O(log m)-approximation algorithm for uniform parallel machine problem. Hall et al. [13] have introduced a general framework for designing online algorithm in scheduling environments with release dates. The technique yields the first constant performance guarantee for a variety of scheduling models. Queyranne and Sviridenko [14] have considered a general class of multiprocessor shop scheduling problems, preemptive or non-preemptive with job or operation release dates, and presented a general approximation method combining a linear programming relaxation in the operation completion times, with any algorithm for the makespan version of these problems without release dates.
The other studies about s-precedence constraints can be found in recent literature. Kim and Posner [15] have considered the multiple identical parallel machine scheduling problem of minimising makespan subject to s-precedence constraints, and introduced a list scheduling heuristic that schedules the job maximising the sum of processing times of its successors along any path whenever a machine becomes available. Kim et al. [16] have also considered the parallel machine problem of minimising total completion time, and formulated it as a LP problem with preemption allowed. To solve the LP problem efficiently, they have developed a cutting plane approach in which a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm is derived to solve the involved separation problem.
As mentioned above, there has been no study yet on the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem subject to arbitrary precedence constraints. Such a problem typically occurs in an office or project management environment, where machines are workers who have different skills for office scheduling problem, and machines are types of resources which are allocated to activities for multi-mode project scheduling problem. To the best of our knowledge, it is only Herrmann et al. [17] who have considered the special case of unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with chains. Motivated from the facts, we propose a heuristic serial schedule method (SS algorithm) for the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem of minimising makespan subject to arbitrary precedence constraints.
The remainder is organized as follows. The problem is presented in Section II. In Section III, we propose a priority rule-based heuristic serial schedule (SS) algorithm. In Section IV, the SS algorithm is demonstrated with a test instance. In Section V, several numerical experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the paper closes with a general discussion of the proposed approach as well as a few remarks on research perspectives in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider the following scheduling problem P. A set J = {1, . . . , n} of n jobs has to be processed on m unrelated parallel machines M = {1, . . . , m}.
Each machine can process at most one job at a time. Each job is processed on only one machine and nonpreemptive during the processing period. Each job j has a positive processing time p jv when processed on machine v. There are arbitrary standard precedence constraints between jobs. The constraints force a job not to be started before all its predecessors are completed. The objective is to find a feasible schedule that minimises makespan C max = max j∈J F T j . Here, F T j denotes the completion time of job j. In standard scheduling notation [18] , this problem P is known as Rm|prec|C max , where R denotes unrelated parallel machines, and prec denotes arbitrary standard precedence constraints. Ullman [19] has proved the parallel machine problem P |p i = 1; prec|C max with unit processing time is NP-hard. Consequently, the problem P is also NP-hard evidently.
The problem can be represented as a mathematical formulation as follows [20] :
The input parameters of the model include:
the maximum number of positions on each machine that jobs are placed on them. It is computed as follows: U B = n − m + 1 (i.e., the maximum machine utilization is met, so that all machines are used). The objective function (1) minimises the the makespan. Constraints (2) ensure that each job is assigned to one of the existing positions on the machines. Constraints (3) guarantee that at most one job can be assigned to each position. Constraints (4) ensure that until one position on a machine is occupied, jobs are not assigned to subsequent positions. Constraints (5) ensure that the completion time of a job in sequence on a machine is at least equal to the sum of the completion time of the preceding job and the processing time of the present job. Constraints (6) measure completion time for each job on each machine. Constraints (7) observe precedence relationships. Constraints (8) define the type of decision variables.
III. PRIORITY RULE-BASED HEURISTIC SERIAL SCHEDULE (SS) ALGORITHM
The SS algorithm consists of n iterations. At each iteration, an eligible job is selected according to its priority and inserted inside a partial schedule on the earliest eligible machine (respecting the precedence constraints), while keeping unchanged the start time of the already scheduled jobs. A job is eligible if all its predecessors have already been scheduled. A machine is eligible if the machine is idle from the start of schedule time point t.
A. priority rule
In this subsection, we first introduce a job-on-node (JON) network to represent the entire schedule. The nodes of this graph represent the jobs. Arc (i, j) means that job i must be completed before job j can be started. In addition, The dummy jobs s = 0 and e = n+1 correspond to the start and end of schedule respectively such that ∀v ∈ M, p sv = p ev = 0.
Then, three job-sets and one machine-set associated with each iteration are defined. Jobs which are completed up to the schedule time are in the completion job-set C u . Jobs which are already scheduled are in the total scheduled job-set H u . Jobs which are available for scheduling w.r.t. precedence constraints but yet unscheduled are in the decision job-set D u . Finally, machines which are idle from the start of schedule time point t are in the idle machine-set W u . A priority rule is used to select an eligible job of D u and an eligible machine of W u , which can be described as follows: if there is only one machine in W u , the job of D u having the minimum processing time on the machine is selected; otherwise, the job of D u having the maximum deviation of the processing times on the machines of W u is selected, meanwhile, the machine of W u processing the job having the minimum processing time is selected.
The variables used for the SS algorithm are summarized as follows: u the counter of iteration. H u the total scheduled job-set at u iteration. C u the completion job-set at u iteration. D u the decision job-set at u iteration, 
the deviation of the processing times of job j on the machines of W u from E j , σ
t the schedule time point.
B. SS algorithm
In this subsection, we give a pseudo-code description of the heuristic serial schedule procedure which consists of n iterations (cf. SS algorithm).
Step 1 initialises some variables u, t, H u , C u , W u , I v and computes D u . In step 2 each job is scheduled at each iteration until u ≤ n does not hold. If |W u | = 1 holds, the prior job-machine pair (j * , v * ) can be directly determined according to the minimum processing time of the jobs j ∈ D u in step 2.1.1. Else, the arithmetic mean E j and the deviation σ 2 j of the processing times of job j are computed in step 2.1.2, then the job of D u having the maximum σ 2 j is selected in step 2.1.3, meanwhile, the machine of W u having the minimum p j * v is determined in step 2.1.4. In step 2.2 the start time ST j * and the completion time F T j * of job j * are saved. In step 2.3 u is increased for the next iteration. In step 2.4 the total scheduled job-set H u and the start idle time I v * of machine v * are updated. In step 2.5 the minimum start idle time of the machines is selected as the current schedule time point t. The idle machine-set W u , the completion job-set C u and the decision job-set D u are computed in steps 2.6-2.8. In step 2.9 the schedule time point t is postponed to the next minimum start idle time until D u is not empty. Finally, the makespan C max is set equal to the maximum completion time of the jobs j ∈ J. The principle of SS algorithm just outlined is illustrated in Figure 1 .
As one can notice, the SS algorithm is a polynomialtime algorithm.
Step 2.9 executes n iterations at most for each iteration of step 2. Since the algorithm stops after n iterations when all the jobs have been scheduled, its total time complexity is O(n 2 ).
IV. TEST INSTANCE
In order to test the SS algorithm on the instance that Herrmann et al. [17] have given, we consider a special case of the problem P, which changes the condition of arbitrary precedence constraints to a set of chains and maintains the others unchanged. Let P ′ denote the revised TABLE I.  PROCESSING TIMES   job1  job2  job3  job4  job5  job6  job7   machine1 3  4  8  2  5  9  3  machine2 9  5  2  6  10  4  8 problem. Herrmann et al. have considered the problem P ′ , and provided a heuristic which assigns the jobs to the machines and defines the schedule simultaneously. We denote it as HH algorithm for convenience. Herrmann et al.'s instance can be described as follows. There exists seven jobs and two unrelated parallel machines. The processing times are given in Table I . Furthermore the following precedence constraints need to be considered: S 3 = {7}, S 1 = {3}, S 2 = {6}.The solution to this problem is reached after seven iterations using the SS algorithm. The results obtained at each iteration are gathered in Table II. When u = 1, the selected prior job j * = 1 is processed on the selected prior machine v * = 1, started at time ST j * = 0, and completed at time F T j * = 3. After increasing u the variables W u = {2}, C u = {s} and D u = {2, 4, 5} are computed in steps 2.6-2.8, which are to be used at the next iteration. The following iterations are similar to the first iteration.
Both the final solution using the SS algorithm and the one using the HH algorithm are presented by Gantt graphs in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. It is easy to observe that the makespan C max = 13 using the SS algorithm is less than the one using the HH algorithm by 2 units.
V. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
The following numerical experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the SS algorithm compared to the HH algorithm for the problem P ′ . The performance is to be evaluated by use of several impact factors including number of jobs (n), number of machines (m), number of constraint chains (NC) and processing times (p jv ). [10, 15] , p jv ∼ DU [10, 20] , p jv ∼ DU [10, 25] and p jv ∼ DU [10, 30] , where DU[a, b] represents a discrete uniform distribution with a range from a to b.
Four sets of numerical experiments are conducted. In the first set, n is allowed to vary, given m = 5, NC = 25 and p jv ∼ DU [10, 15] . In the second set, m is allowed to vary, given n = 90, NC = 80 and p jv ∼ DU [10, 15] . In the third set, NC is allowed to vary, given n = 90, m = 5 and p jv ∼ DU [10, 15] . In the fourth set, the distribution of generating p jv is allowed to vary, given n = 90, m = 5 and NC = 80. The four experiment results are presented in Tables III-VI, respectively. As the performance measures, the average relative error hhGap of the HH algorithm is used which is defined as 100 * (C hh − LB) /LB, and the average relative error ssGap of the SS algorithm is used which is defined as 100 * (C ss − LB) /LB, where C hh , C ss and LB represent the solution value of the HH algorithm, the one of the SS algorithm and a lower bound of the problem P ′ , respectively. To allow other researchers to compare their results with those reported here, we chose an easy lower 
Because the lower bound LB is not greater than the optimal solution, the relative distance between the solution of the SS (HH) algorithm and the optimal solution is not greater than ssGap (hhGap It can be observed from Tables III and IV that, there are no strong correlations between the average of the average relative error (ssGap) and the number of jobs (n), but the average ssGap decreases as m decreases. This may due to the fact that a job is easier to be assigned on certain machine as m decreases, which results in a shorter makespan. In Table V , the average of the average relative error (ssGap) decreases as the number of constraint chains (NC) increases. Because the jobs become weaker in precedence constraints and easier to be scheduled as the number of constraint chains increases, which also results in a shorter makespan.
In Table VI , the average of the average relative error (ssGap) increases slowly as the range of processing times (p jv ) increases. Since the lower bound of the problem P ′ relaxes the processing time of each job j to the minimum processing time min v∈{1,...,m} p jv , LB gives a slacker lower bound as the range of processing times (p jv ) increases, which brings about a greater average ssGap.
Moreover, referring to Tables III-VI, it can be concluded that the average ssGap is less than the average hhGap by 7%-87% (see decreaseAveGap). The reason why the SS algorithm gets better solution than the HH algorithm can be explained as follows. First, the SS algorithm computes the idle machine-set W u having the minimum of start idle time in steps 2.6 and 2.9.4, which can prevent certain machines from standing idle by the greatest extent in the next iteration of scheduling and lead to a shorter makespan. However, it can be observed from the above test instance that the HH algorithm is easy to make certain machine idle and results in a longer makespan. Second, the SS algorithm employs heuristic priority rule when selecting the prior job and machine in step 2.1. The job having the largest range of processing times is processed in the minimum processing time, which shortens the makespan. In addition, the average ssCP U is less than the average hhCP U by 40%-67% (see decreaseCP U ). Therefore the SS algorithm can run more quickly than the HH algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers an unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem of minimising makespan subject to arbitrary precedence constraints. A priority rule-based heuristic serial schedule (SS) algorithm is proposed for the NP-hard problem. The priority rule can select the prior job and machine at each iteration. The algorithm can schedule the jobs on the idle machines as early as possible.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm, four sets of numerical experi-ments are conducted. Experiment results show that the proposed SS algorithm performs better as the number of machines (m) decreases. The SS algorithm gets better solution than the HH algorithm. Moreover, the SS algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm that can run in O(n 2 ), and consumes shorter CPU time than the HH algorithm. So it can be embedded in more sophisticated heuristics or metaheuristics for determining initial feasible schedules that can be improved in further stages, or for computing effective upper bounds which allow to cut parts of search trees during branch-and-bound procedures.
As a further study, it would be interesting to consider various priority rules as heuristic information, and it also seems to be worthwhile to extend the problem to an unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem subject to s-precedence constraints.
